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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In this manuscript, Authors systematically reviewed a very clinic relevant psychosis,

force normalization or alternative psychosis during treatment of epilepsy patients. This

manuscript is well organized from NP history, epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical

features, treatment, and prognosis. Authors specifically strengthen clinical features and

treatment to benefit clinicians and thus is timely important to be published. I have only a

few comments in improving writing listed below. 1. Please avoid using a long

sentence composed of multiple subsentences. It can be either difficult for readers to

access or confusion/misleading. For examples, the 2nd sentence in the abstract. 2.

Abbreviation is normally used for a term that is used at least three times. Alternative

psychosis is used only once and thus its abbreviation of AP should not be used. 3.

Careful editing to correct grammar errors should be conducted. For example, The

2nd sentence in the introduction should contain “has been significantly improved”

instead of “has significantly improved”. 4. Use appropriate terms. For examples, in the

abstract, “… factors related to FN.” should be “… factors causing FN.” Contradictory or

controversial seems not an appropriate term since they mean either mutually opposite or

inconsistent. Here, FN is a case in which the improvement of treated epilepsy patients

becomes developing a new or alternative psychosis. So, the term of alternative psychosis

should be more meaningful. I suggest to delete contradictory phenomenon and not to

use controversial. In the 3rd paragraph of pathogenesis of FN, what does “excision sites”

mean?
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